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Abstract: It is well-known but sometimes overlooked that constraints on the oblique
parameters (most notably S and T parameters) are generally speaking only applicable to
a special class of new physics scenarios known as universal theories. In the eective eld
theory (EFT) framework, the oblique parameters should not be associated with Wilson
coecients in a particular operator basis, unless restrictions have been imposed on the
EFT so that it describes universal theories. We work out these restrictions, and present a
detailed EFT analysis of universal theories. We nd that at the dimension-6 level, universal
theories are completely characterized by 16 parameters. They are conveniently chosen
to be: 5 oblique parameters that agree with the commonly-adopted ones, 4 anomalous
triple-gauge couplings, 3 rescaling factors for the h3, hff , hV V vertices, 3 parameters for
hV V vertices absent in the Standard Model, and 1 four-fermion coupling of order y2f . All
these parameters are dened in an unambiguous and basis-independent way, allowing for
consistent constraints on the universal theories parameter space from precision electroweak
and Higgs data.
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1 Introduction
It has been realized for quite some time now that precision measurements of Standard
Model (SM) processes can provide indirect probes of beyond the Standard Model (BSM)
new physics. Over the past few decades, high-precision measurements of electroweak and
avor observables have found remarkable agreement with the SM, leading to stringent
constraints on BSM eects in these sectors; see e.g. [1{6]. The Higgs sector of the SM
will be put under similar scrutiny once more data are collected, and even global analyses
combining data from all sectors may become possible [7, 8].
While one can examine each new physics model individually against precision data
and see what regions of parameter space are allowed (see e.g. [9{14]), it is often desirable
to perform more general analyses whose results can be translated into wide classes of BSM
scenarios. In such analyses one usually considers simple extensions of the SM, with a
few parameters capturing the leading BSM eects. A well-known example is the S; T; U
parameters (or their rescaled versions S^; T^ ; U^), also known as oblique parameters, proposed
by Peskin and Takeuchi [15] and later generalized by others [16, 17]. In fact, thanks to the

















inuential that it is commonly used for a quick rst evaluation of the compatibility of new
physics models with data, without enough attention paid to the fact that these parameters
are not unambiguously dened in all BSM theories. The problem has become sharper in
light of recent eorts to advocate and develop the eective eld theory (EFT) framework
as the most general (under the assumption of no light new states) model-independent and
consistent approach to precision analyses [7, 18{78]. Increased interest in this approach
has led to dierent operator bases being proposed, with dierent motivations, which are
all equivalent under eld redenitions [27, 33, 40, 79]. While the physical observables are
always well-dened independent of the basis choice, naively dening the oblique parameters
in the most general EFT is basis-dependent, and is thus not useful.
There are two caveats one should keep in mind when working with the oblique param-
eters. First, these parameters as dened from the vector boson self-energies V V 0(p
2) are
not invariant under redenitions of the vector boson elds (see [80, 81] for earlier discus-
sions). Thus, unlike observables, they are unphysical and ambiguous unless it is specied
how these elds are dened. Second, the bounds on these parameters are usually derived
assuming they capture all the BSM eects (or at least the dominant ones) on the pro-
cesses under study, and so should not be applied to new physics scenarios where this is not
the case. In particular, these bounds should not be used to constrain the EFT parameter
space, unless restrictions are imposed to satisfy the above assumption.1 This second caveat
actually denes the range of applicability of the oblique parameters analyses, and has been
recently emphasized in [48].
The EFT framework as the most general consistent characterization of indirect BSM
eects allows these caveats to be properly accounted for. In fact, it is well-known that
generally speaking, the usually-quoted constraints on the oblique parameters can be mean-
ingfully interpreted only within universal theories,2 where there is a unique well-motivated
procedure to eliminate the eld-redenition ambiguity when dening the oblique parame-
ters [17]. However, a comprehensive EFT description of universal theories is still lacking,
and confusion can arise when the oblique parameters are discussed in the EFT context. It
is the purpose of this paper to present such a description.
We begin in section 2 by stating the precise denition of \universal theories" in the
SMEFT (SM plus the complete set of dimension-6 operators, with linearly-realized elec-
troweak symmetry breaking), both in general terms and in particular operator bases. This
will make clear in which cases the oblique parameters analyses can be unambiguously re-
cast in the EFT language, and how the oblique parameters should be written in terms of
the Wilson coecients in each basis. The latter is done in section 3, along with all the
other eects universal theories can produce. We will see that universal theories are com-
pletely characterized by 16 parameters, dubbed \universal parameters." This number is
1The situation is dierent if measurements of observables are used to constrain the EFT, in which case
no such restrictions are needed. We also note that simultaneously using observables and oblique parameters
to constrain the EFT is redundant if such restrictions are imposed, and inconsistent if they are not.
2For an extraction of oblique parameters from a particular set of experimental data, the results can also
meaningfully constrain some special nonuniversal theories, which are extensions of universal theories by
interactions (or eective operators) that do not aect the observables used in this particular extraction, and
are thus practically indistinguishable from universal theories without additional experimental information.

















the same in all SMEFT bases, and the values of the 16 parameters in a particular universal
theory are independent of the basis choice. In this framework, the 5 nonvanishing oblique
parameters constitute a subset of the 16 universal parameters; the latter also include, e.g.
the familiar anomalous triple-gauge couplings (TGCs) [82] and Higgs coupling rescaling
factors [83]. Next, we connect the universal parameters to the couplings in the Higgs ba-
sis [84] in section 4. The latter can be directly mapped to new physics corrections to the
precision observables, which exhibit a universal pattern. Two examples of corrections to
precision observables are discussed in section 5. We recast the calculations of precision
electroweak observables in the presence of the most general self-energy corrections in [85]
in the language of universal parameters (section 5.1), and demonstrate explicitly the well-
known interplay between TGC measurements, especially from e+e  !W+W , and Higgs
data, in particular the spectrum of the 3-body decay h ! Z`+`  (section 5.2). We will
see that, despite the concerns raised in [48], it is possible to consistently impose precision
electroweak constraints in the form of oblique parameters, and yet nd that TGCs and
Higgs observables are connected. Finally, we conclude in section 6. Appendix A collects
our notation and some useful formulas.
We will restrict ourselves to leading order in the new physics eects throughout this
work. A follow-up paper [86] will be devoted to an RG analysis of universal theories.
2 EFT denition of universal theories
2.1 General considerations and bosonic bases
In the SMEFT with cuto , universal theories are dened as theories for which, via eld
redenitions, the leading BSM eects can be captured by dimension-6 operators suppressed
by 1
2
which involve SM bosons only (henceforth referred to as \bosonic operators"). Pos-
sible UV completions of such eective theories include not only theories where new states
at the scale  only couple to the bosonic sector of the SM, but also those where the SM
fermions are weakly coupled to new states at  via the vector and/or scalar currents ap-
pearing in the SM.3 In the latter case, the dimension-6 operators generated involve the SM
currents, and can thus be eliminated in favor of bosonic operators via eld redenitions,






























Jy  uyyuq + qVCKMydd+ lyee
EoM   !  (D2Hy) + v2Hy   2jHj2Hy; (2.1d)
3This latter scenario may be realized, for example, in theories of extra dimensions where gauge elds live
in the bulk [17]. We also note that there exist approximate universal theories, including composite Higgs
models [87], and theories where new states much heavier than  couple to the SM fermions not via the SM



















D H = H
ya(DH) (DH)yaH, Hy !D H = Hy(DH) (DH)yH,  =
(i2). Here and in the following, all fermions elds are gauge eigenstates unless otherwise
specied. ,  are SU(2)L indices, while the generation indices are implicitly summed over,
with the Yukawa matrices yu; yd; ye diagonal and real in generation space. The latter should
not be confused with the hypercharges














The normalizations of the currents have been chosen such that
LSM  GAJAG +W aJaW +BJB   (HJy + h.c.): (2.3)
There are in total 16 independent CP-even dimension-6 operators one can write down




 ; B ; H only. These are enumerated in the
rst column of table 1 above the horizontal solid line, in the notation of [33]. In fact, a
redundant set of 18 bosonic operators are listed. There are 2 integration-by-parts (IBP)
relations among the 7 operators above the dashed line,
OW IBP ! OHW + 1
4
(OWW +OWB); (2.4a)
OB IBP ! OHB + 1
4
(OBB +OWB); (2.4b)
reducing the set to 16 independent operators. We will neglect the CP-odd operators. With
this further restriction, precision avor physics will not be at play in our discussions, since
by denition universal theories satisfy minimal avor violation (MFV) [88]. As far as
CP-conserving processes in the electroweak and Higgs sectors are concerned, the CP-odd
operators only contribute O( v4
4
) corrections and are thus more dicult to probe in general.
We complete the list of dimension-6 operators by showing those involving SM fermions
(henceforth referred to as \fermionic operators") below the horizontal solid line in the rst
column of table 1. It is well-known that the number of independent CP-even dimension-6
operators is 53 (for one fermion generation assuming baryon number conservation). So
among the overcomplete set of 18(bosonic) + 6 + 38(fermionic) = 62 operators shown
in table 1, 9 should be eliminated via eld redenitions to form a complete nonredundant
basis. We mark by \" the eliminated operators in each of the 3 recently-proposed SMEFT
bases we consider: the Warsaw basis builds upon earlier work [89], and represents the rst
successful eort to write down a complete nonredundant basis [79] (hence it is also known as
the standard basis, despite being equivalent to any other basis); the EGGM basis is devised
to simplify the study of RG eects in the bosonic sector [40] (see also [24]); the SILH basis
originates from the study of the strongly-interacting light Higgs (SILH) scenario [90], and
has been further developed recently [27], resulting in a complete basis being tabulated
in [33] under the assumption of MFV. Note that what we refer to as the \SILH basis" is
the one proposed in [33] in the nonuniversal theories case, and used in the global SMEFT
analysis in [7]. To go beyond MFV, we take the eliminated fermionic operators OlL, O(3)lL

















Operator Warsaw EGGM SILH BE BS








OHW = ig(DH)ya(DH)W a   
OHB = ig0(DH)y(DH)B   
OWW = g2jHj2W aW a QHW = jHj2W aW a  
OWB = gg0HyaHW aB QHWB = HyaHW aB  
OBB = g02jHj2BB QHB = jHj2BB
OGG = g2s jHj2GAGA QHG = jHj2GAGA
O2W =  12(DW a)2  
O2B =  12(@B)2  
O2G =  12(DGA)2  
O3W = g6abcW a W b W c QW = abcW a W b W c




2 QHD = jHyDHj2
OH = 12(@jHj2)2 QH = jHj2jHj2
O6 = jHj6 QH = jHj6
Or = jHj2jDHj2   

















OlLL = (ll)(ll) Qll  unspecied
OeRR = (ee)(ee) Qee 
O(8)udRR = (uTAu)( dTAd) Q(8)ud 
other 38 fermionic operators kept in all 3 bases
Table 1. List of CP-even dimension-6 operators (column 1) in the notation of [33]. There are 53
independent operators (for one fermion generation assuming baryon number conservation) among
the 24 listed (18 bosonic and 6 fermionic, separated by the horizontal solid line) plus 38 unlisted
(fermionic) operators, so 9 of them should be eliminated to form a complete SMEFT basis. The
eliminated operators for each of the three recently-proposed bases, Warsaw [79], EGGM [40], and
SILH [33], are marked by \" (the eliminated fermionic operators refer to the rst-generation ones).
The operators appear in slightly dierent forms in the Warsaw basis, where they are denoted by
Qi and are written out explicitly. We also dene the BE and BS bases (EGGM-like and SILH-like
bosonic bases), each consisting of 16 independent bosonic operators after 2 of the 7 operators above
the dashed line are eliminated via IBP. The bosonic bases are complete when describing universal

















\SILH0 basis" in [84]. We have adopted the notation of [79] for the Warsaw basis operators
Qi in the second column. For the fermionic operators, Oi and Qi dier only by name;
for example, OeR = QHe = (iHy
 !
D H)(e
e) represent the same operator. But for the
bosonic operators, Oi and Qi dier by normalization, so we have written out Qi explicitly.
Furthermore, note that
OT IBP !  2QHD   1
2
QH (2.5)
does not directly correspond to QHD, despite the two being in the same row in the table.
Also, due to dierent historical developments of the bases, QHW , QHB, QW , QH are not the
same operators as OHW , OHB, OW , OH ; instead, up to normalizations, they correspond
to OWW , OBB, O3W , O6, respectively, as indicated in table 1.
The denition of universal theories stated at the beginning of this subsection can be
cast in any complete SMEFT basis. We will discuss this in detail for the 3 recently-proposed
bases in the next subsection. However, perhaps the simplest way to completely describe
universal theories in the SMEFT is, according to this denition, to use 16 independent
CP-even bosonic operators only. We call such a set of 16 bosonic operators a \bosonic
basis," in the sense that it can be used as a complete basis for universal theories at leading
order. Recall that there is freedom in choosing 5 out of the 7 operators above the dashed
line in table 1, and we demonstrate two options | to eliminate OHW and OHB, or OWW
and OWB. We call the resulting bosonic bases the EGGM-like and the SILH-like bosonic
bases, respectively, or BE and BS bases for short. Denoting the Wilson coecients in the
BE and BS bases by Ei and Si, respectively, we have
Luniversal = LSM + 1
v2
( EWOW + EBOB + EWWOWW + EWBOWB + EBBOBB
+ EGGOGG + E2WO2W + E2BO2B + E2GO2G + E3WO3W + E3GO3G
+ ETOT + EHOH + E6O6 + ErOr + EK4OK4) (2.6a)
= LSM + 1
v2
( SWOW + SBOB + SHWOHW + SHBOHB + SBBOBB
+ SGGOGG + S2WO2W + S2BO2B + S2GO2G + S3WO3W + S3GO3G
+ STOT + SHOH + S6O6 + SrOr + SK4OK4): (2.6b)
The normalization chosen is such that Ei; Si  O( v22 ). Each of the Wilson coecient
sets f Eig and f Sig spans the 16-dimensional parameter space of universal theories. The
translation between the two directly follows from (2.4), and are shown in table 2. Note
that while EW , EB, EBB and SW , SB, SBB are the Wilson coecients of the same three
operators, they are not equal numerically and hence have dierent meanings, because the
full sets of operators are not the same in the two bosonic bases.
2.2 Universal theories in complete SMEFT bases
In this subsection, we will work out the denition of universal theories in the 3 recently-
proposed SMEFT bases, which, unlike the bosonic bases discussed above, are complete
and nonredundant for generic nonuniversal theories. In other words, we will nd the 16-

















SW = EW + 4 EWW EW = SW + SHW
SB = EB   4( EWW   EWB) EB = SB + SHB
SHW =  4 EWW EWW =  14 SHW
SHB = 4( EWW   EWB) EWB =  14( SHW + SHB)
SBB = EBB + EWW   EWB EBB = SBB   14 SHB
Si = Ei for the other 11 Wilson coecients.
Table 2. Relations between the Wilson coecients in the BE and BS bases, Ei and Si in (2.6).
EGGM basis. We start from (2.6a), and eliminate Or;OK4,
Or = jHj2(DH)y(DH) IBP  !  1
2





jHj2(HyD2H + h.c.) OH EoM   !  v2jHj4 + 2O6 + 1
2
Oy  OH ; (2.7a)
OK4 = jD2Hj2 EoM   !
2v4jHj2   42v2jHj4 + 4O6   v2(HJy + h.c.) + 2Oy +O2y; (2.7b)
where we have dened
Oy  jHj2(HJy + h.c.); (2.8a)
O2y  JyyJy : (2.8b)
These can be thought of as interactions mediated by a heavy scalar that couples to SM
fermions via the scalar current Jy , i.e. in the same way as the SM Higgs eld H does. In
the EGGM basis, they represent the following linear combinations of operators, with O(yf )
and O(y2f ) coecients, respectively,

























CKM]kl[Oyeyd ]ijkl + h.c.

: (2.9b)
Here and in the following, repeated generation indices are summed over unless specied
otherwise. Note that our convention slightly diers from that in [33] in that we do not in-
clude the SM Yukawa couplings in the operators Oyf ;Oyfyf 0 .4 The appearance of operators
4Ref. [33] focuses on one fermion generation when listing the operators. The prescription used there for
associating SM Yukawa couplings to operators can be straightforwardly extended to three generations only
when MFV is satised. We nd it useful to factor out the Yukawa couplings, and dene universal theories

















EH = EH   Er EH = EH + 2Ey   4E2y




Er + 2 EK4 Er = 2Ey   4E2y
E2y = EK4 EK4 = E2y
Ei = Ei for the other 12 Wilson coecients.
Table 3. Relations between the Wilson coecients in the BE and EGGM bases, Ei in (2.6a) and
Ei in (2.11), for universal theories.




















































where (A.8), (A.9) have been used. The generation indices i; j; k; l, the SU(3)c indices
a; b; c; d, and the SU(2)L index  have been made explicit where necessary.
The operators with dimensions  4 on the r.h.s. of (2.7) rescale the SM Lagrangian pa-
rameters, and have no observable eects. Therefore, in terms of the EGGM basis operators,
Luniversal = LSM + 1
v2
(EWOW + EBOB + EWWOWW + EWBOWB + EBBOBB
+ EGGOGG + E2WO2W + E2BO2B + E2GO2G + E3WO3W + E3GO3G
+ ETOT + EHOH + E6O6 + EyOy + E2yO2y): (2.11)
We have denoted the Wilson coecients by Ei to distinguish from Ei in the BE basis. The
translation between Ei and Ei can be read o from (2.7), and is summarized in table 3.
SILH basis. To translate Luniversal into the SILH basis, we start from (2.6b), eliminate










































g2v2jHj4  OW   3
4

























































D H   JB

















where we have dened
O2JW  JaWJaW ; (2.13a)
O2JB  JBJB; (2.13b)
O2JG  JAGJAG : (2.13c)
These are linear combinations of SILH basis operators, representing 4-fermion interactions






















Y 2q [OqLL]iijj + Y 2l [OlLL]iijj + Y 2u [OuRR]iijj + Y 2d [OdRR]iijj + Y 2e [OeRR]iijj
+ 2YqYl[OqlLL]iijj + 2YqYu[OuLR]iijj + 2YqYd[OdLR]iijj + 2YqYe[OqeLR]iijj
+ 2YlYu[OluLR]iijj + 2YlYd[OldLR]iijj + 2YlYe[OeLR]iijj


















+ 2[O(8)uLR ]iijj + 2[O(8)dLR ]iijj + 2[O(8)udRR ]iijj

: (2.14c)
Fierz rearrangements (A.8) and group-theoretic identities (A.9) have been used to arrive




















2   4jHj2jDHj2 = 2OH   4Or

















SW = SW   S2W SW = SW   2S2JW
SB = SB   S2B SB = SB   2S2JB
ST = ST   14g02 S2B ST = ST   12g02S2JB
SH = SH   34g2 S2W   Sr SH = SH   12g2S2JW + 2Sy   4S2y
S6 = S6 + g
2 S2W + 2 Sr + 4 SK4 S6 = S6   4Sy + 4S2y
S2JW =  12 S2W S2W =  2S2JW
S2JB =  12 S2B S2B =  2S2JB







Sr + 2 SK4 Sr = g
2S2JW + 2Sy   4S2y
S2y = SK4 SK4 = S2y
Si = Si for the other 6 Wilson coecients.
Table 4. Relations between the Wilson coecients in the BS and SILH bases, Si in (2.6b) and Si
























































We therefore arrive at the most general Lagrangian for universal theories in terms of
the SILH basis operators,
Luniversal = LSM + 1
v2
(SWOW + SBOB + SHWOHW + SHBOHB + SBBOBB + SGGOGG
+ S3WO3W + S3GO3G + STOT + SHOH + S6O6
+ S2JWO2JW + S2JBO2JB + S2JGO2JG + SyOy + S2yO2y); (2.16)
with the Wilson coecients denoted by Si, to distinguish from Si in the BS basis. Note that
Oy;O2y represent the same operator combinations in the SILH basis as in the EGGM basis,
given in (2.9). The translation between Si and Si can be read o from (2.7) and (2.12), and
is summarized in table 4. We can also combine tables 2, 3 and 4 to derive the dictionary
between the EGGM and SILH bases Wilson coecients in universal theories. This is


















SW = EW + 4EWW   E2W EW = SW + SHW   2S2JW
SB = EB   4(EWW   EWB)  E2B EB = SB + SHB   2S2JB
SHW =  4EWW EWW =  14SHW
SHB = 4(EWW   EWB) EWB =  14(SHW + SHB)
SBB = EBB + EWW   EWB EBB = SBB   14SHB
SGG = EGG EGG = SGG
S3W = E3W E3W = S3W
S3G = E3G E3G = S3G
ST = ET   14g02E2B ET = ST   12g02S2JB
SH = EH   34g2E2W EH = SH   32g2S2JW
S6 = E6 + g
2E2W E6 = S6 + 2g
2S2JW
S2JW =  12E2W E2W =  2S2JW
S2JB =  12E2B E2B =  2S2JB
S2JG =  12E2G E2G =  2S2JG
Sy = Ey +
1
4g




S2y = E2y E2y = S2y
Table 5. Relations between the Wilson coecients in the EGGM and SILH bases, Ei in (2.11)
and Si in (2.16), for universal theories.
Warsaw basis. Finally, we write Luniversal in the Warsaw basis. Starting from the EGGM



















D H + JaW




























D H + JB

(2.5)   ! g02QHD + 1
4
g02QH +QHJB: (2.17b)
Here Qy  Oy = jHj2(HJy + h.c.) represent the Warsaw basis operator combination
Qy = [yu]ij [QuH ]ij + [VCKMyd]ij [QdH ]ij + [ye]ij [QeH ]ij + h.c.; (2.18)


























































In addition to OW and OB, three more operators O2W ;O2B;O2G should be eliminated,
O2W (2.12a)    !  1
2
g2v2jHj4  OW   3
4









g2QH   g2QH   1
4
g2Qy  QHJW   1
2
Q2JW ; (2.20a)

















where Q2JW ; Q2JB; Q2JG are the same as O2JW ;O2JB;O2JG dened in (2.13), but repre-





















02 Y 2q [Q(1)qq ]iijj + Y 2l [Qll]iijj + Y 2u [Quu]iijj + Y 2d [Qdd]iijj + Y 2e [Qee]iijj
+ 2YqYl[Q
(1)
lq ]iijj + 2YqYu[Q
(1)
qu ]iijj + 2YqYd[Q
(1)
qd ]iijj + 2YqYe[Qqe]iijj
+ 2YlYu[Qlu]iijj + 2YlYd[Qld]iijj + 2YlYe[Qle]iijj
+ 2YuYd[Q
(1)





























qu ]iijj + 2[Q
(8)









































Following the procedures detailed above, we obtain the universal theories Lagrangian
in terms of the Warsaw basis operators,
Luniversal = LSM + 1
v2
(CHWQHW + CHWBQHWB + CHBQHB + CHGQHG
+ CWQW + CGQG + CHDQHD + CHQH + CHQH
+ CHJWQHJW + CHJBQHJB + C2JWQ2JW + C2JBQ2JB + C2JGQ2JG























0EWB EWB = 1gg0CHWB
CHB = g


















CHD =  2ET + 12g02(2EB   E2B) ET =  12CHD + 12g02(CHJB   C2JB)
CH =  12EH   12ET + 38g2(2EW  E2W ) EH =  2CH + 12CHD
+18g
02(2EB   E2B) +32g2(CHJW   C2JW )
CH = E6 + g
2(2EW   E2W ) E6 = 1CH   2g2(CHJW   C2JW )
CHJW = EW   E2W EW = CHJW   2C2JW
CHJB = EB   E2B EB = CHJB   2C2JB
C2JW =  12E2W E2W =  2C2JW
C2JB =  12E2B E2B =  2C2JB
C2JG =  12E2G E2G =  2C2JG
Cy = Ey +
1
4g
2(2EW   E2W ) Ey = Cy   12g2(CHJW   C2JW )
C2y = E2y E2y = C2y
Table 6. Relations between the Wilson coecients in the EGGM and Warsaw bases, Ei in (2.11)
and Ci in (2.23), for universal theories.
with the Wilson coecients denoted by Ci (instead of Wi to avoid clash of notation with
the W 's in the subscripts). They are related to EGGM basis coecients Ei by the basis
transformation summarized in table 6.
To sum up, eqs. (2.11), (2.16) and (2.23) represent the denition of universal theories in
the EGGM, SILH, and Warsaw bases, respectively, with Wilson coecients related to the
bosonic bases and to each other as shown in tables 3, 4, 5 and 6. Eqs. (2.6), (2.11), (2.16)
and (2.23) are equivalent eective Lagrangians at the dimension-6 level, and can be trans-
formed into each other via eld redenitions. Independent of the basis choice, there are
always 16 independent Wilson coecients in Luniversal. We emphasize that this is the num-
ber of independent bosonic operators one can possibly write down, rather than the number
of bosonic operators in any particular basis. In fact, the latter number is 16, 14, 11, and
9 in the bosonic (BE and BS), EGGM, SILH, and Warsaw bases, respectively, as is clear
from table 1. In each of the 3 complete bases discussed in this subsection, there are (com-
binations of) fermionic operators that are part of Luniversal, and should not be discarded
for a consistent analysis of universal theories aiming at basis-independent conclusions.5
As a side remark, it is often argued (see e.g. [24, 33]) that the Warsaw basis is less con-
venient for studying universal theories, because new physics eects are encoded in the cor-
5It is claimed in section 2 of [33] that the number of independent parameters in universal theories is 14.
This is because Oy and O2y are left out in the counting. However, the presence of Oy in universal theories

















relations among various Wilson coecients of the fermionic operators; see e.g. (2.19), (2.21)
above. While this is true in many cases, the Warsaw basis does have the capability of de-
scribing universal theories as well as any other basis. In fact, the form of Luniversal in the
Warsaw basis that we have worked out will be useful in the discussion of RG eects in [86],
since the full anomalous dimension matrix for the dimension-6 operators has only been
calculated in this basis.
3 Characterization of universal theories: oblique parameters and beyond
In this section, we present an unambiguous and basis-independent denition of the oblique
parameters in universal theories,6 and further develop a formalism for the characterization
of universal theories that generalizes the oblique parameters framework. In particular, we
transform Luniversal via eld and parameter redenitions into a form where coecients of
various terms are identied with what we call universal parameters, a set of 16 independent
parameters that completely characterizes universal theories. It is convenient to rst work
with the EGGM basis. We will later translate the results into other bases with the help of
the dictionaries worked out in the previous section. To make the physics transparent, we
write Luniversal in the unitary gauge,
Luniversal = LV 2 + LV 3 + Lh + LhV + Lhf + L4f + LfDf +O(V 4): (3.1)
The various terms are:


















































































where c is short for cos w =
gp
g2+g02
(similarly we will denote sin w by s), and
K^   g@2 + @@ ; K^2  K^K^  : (3.3)
6By \basis-independent", we mean that the values of the oblique parameters (and more generally uni-
versal parameters to be dened below), as calculated in the SMEFT, are the same for a particular universal









































































































  W+ W  , W = @[;W] . LSMWWV can be read o from
the terms in the curly bracket in above equation by setting Ei ! 0. The action of
K^ follows the product rule, e.g.






where (K^W+) = K^W
+, etc. For the special case of ff ! W+W  at tree level,
assuming on-shell W+W  and mf = 0,
K^ !  g@2 !
(
gm2W for outgoing W
;
g s^ for s-channel Z=;
(3.6)
where s^ is the partonic center-of-mass energy squared. The eect of K^  LSMWWV is
thus equivalent to (s^+ 2m2W )LSMWWV in momentum space in this case.



























Note that due to the presence of O6 = jHj4, the Higgs potential has been modied
such that the original parameter v in the SM Lagrangian no longer represents the







. Therefore, we have redened (1 + 38E6)v ! v, so that the parameter v
in (3.7) represents the true minimum, and is thus the same v that appears in all other



































f 0f 0 +O(h3f2); (3.8)
where the sum is over mass eigenstates, denoted by f 0 to distinguish from the gauge
eigenstates f .






































[;GA] + 2EWW g
2W+W
 













2c2EWW   (c2   s2)EWB   2s2EBB

gg0ZA







+ + h.c.) + (EW g
2 + EBg
02)Z@Z
+ (EW   EB)gg0Z@A

+O(hV 3; h3V 2): (3.9)
 Four-fermion interactions
L4f = E2yO2y; (3.10)
with O2y given in (2.9b).





In all the equations above, the elds and parameters are the SM ones, with the exception
of the parameter v. No eld or parameter redenitions have been made except for the
rescaling of v (and the associated redenition of h) explained below (3.7).
3.1 Oblique parameters
In universal theories, the oblique parameters are dened from the Taylor expansion coef-
cients of the new physics contributions to the transverse part of the vector boson self-
energies V V 0(p












(: : : )
where V V 0(p
























with the vector boson elds and the SM parameters redened such that the following 3
oblique parameters dening conditions are satised [17]:
1) Only bosonic operators are present.
2) The kinetic terms of W and B are canonically normalized.
3) WW (0) = 0 [here W represents W
, see (3.14) below].




























where V V 0 are the self-energies of the vector boson elds after redenitions are performed
(to be explicitly shown below) to satisfy the 3 oblique parameters dening conditions stated
above. In these equations one can use the SM leading-order expressions for mW , and c; s




terms and will be implicitly understood in various equations in the following. Our sign
conventions dier from [17] but agree with the commonly-used ones. Note that the U pa-
rameter (or its rescaled version U^) originally dened in [15] is zero at the dimension-6 level.
The denitions of oblique parameters are unambiguous from the 3 dening conditions
stated above: the rst condition dictates the use of a bosonic basis; the second and third
conditions x the SM parameters g; g0; v so that there is no more freedom to rescale them
within the bosonic basis. In a sense, the intrinsic ambiguity of dening oblique param-
eters from self-energies is eliminated by choosing a well-motivated prescription for eld
redenitions, namely to eliminate all fermionic operators and go to a bosonic basis. The
latter is possible only in universal theories. Once the choice is made, no further eld redef-
initions are allowed since they will reintroduce the currents containing SM fermions and
hence fermionic operators. In nonuniversal theories, on the other hand, precision analyses
with oblique parameters are in general inappropriate (and observables should be used in-
stead), since it is not possible to shue all the leading BSM eects into the bosonic sector,
as required by the oblique parameters dening conditions. In particular, any attempt to
dene oblique parameters from V V 0(p
2) in the general SMEFT, where all dimension-6
operators are present, is dependent on the choice of basis, i.e. on which fermionic operators
are kept in the basis, because the latter determines the meaning of the Wilson coecients
contributing to V V 0(p
2). Transforming from one basis to another generally changes the
values of bosonic operator Wilson coecients, and hence the values of V V 0(p
2). Thus,

















bounds on the oblique parameters naively dened from self-energy corrections | the pro-
cedure is not consistent since the full SMEFT parameter space is much larger than bosonic
operators alone can span.
In passing, however, we remark that in some special cases, an analysis with oblique
parameters supplemented by additional anomalous fermion couplings can be appropriate
and useful. For example, in theories where the heavy states couple preferentially to the
third-generation SM fermions, it may be possible to redene the elds and parameters such
that the leading BSM eects in the electroweak sector are completely characterized by the
oblique parameters plus anomalous third-generation fermion couplings.7 In this case, one
can meaningfully talk about constraints on the oblique parameters despite the theory being
nonuniversal, but should nevertheless keep in mind that they should be derived from a t
including the anomalous third-generation fermion couplings also; see e.g. [91] for a recent
analysis. The often-quoted constraints on the S; T parameters assume the absence of such
anomalous fermion couplings, and thus should not be applied to this case.
Now we make the arguments above concrete, by deriving the 5 oblique parameters
in terms of the SMEFT Wilson coecients. In principle, we should work with a bosonic
basis, e.g. the BE basis, instead of the EGGM basis to satisfy the rst oblique parameters
dening condition stated above. But in practice, for all the Wilson coecients that appear
in this derivation, Ei = Ei, so we will omit the bars for simplicity and write Ei instead of


















  1 0GG(0)12GA K^GA   1 0WW (0)W+ K^W 

































One can easily get the Taylor expansion coecients of V V 0(p
2) in the EGGM basis by
comparing (3.14) with (3.2),


















































7This case is particularly interesting also from the RG point of view, because the third-generation






































































These redenitions make the kinetic terms for GA ; W

 ; B canonical so as to satisfy the
second oblique parameters dening condition, and meanwhile ensure gsG
A





g W a ; g
0B = g0 B, so that all gauge interactions of the matter elds (SM fermions and
Higgs) preserve their SM forms. In other words, no fermionic dimension-6 operators are
generated and the rst oblique parameters dening condition is still satised. The rede-
nition of v is not really necessary in the BE basis since WW (0) is already zero (the third
oblique parameters dening condition is already satised), but we will keep the calculation




WW (0) = 
00
33(0),
003B(0) = 0 at the dimension-6 level (corresponding to the additional oblique parame-
ters U^ ; V;X [15{17] being zero), we have kept separately all 5 parameters for generality.





























































where Z = c W
3





















 GA   W+ K^ W 

















































where we have used 33 = c
2
ZZ + 2csZ + s
2
 and Z(0) = (0) = 0. It
is straightforward to read o the Taylor expansion coecients of the self-energies of the
redened (barred) elds,











33(0) 0WW (0); 03B(0) = 03B(0); (3.19b)
00V V 0(0) = 
00
V V 0(0): (3.19c)
Plugging in (3.15), we therefore obtain the oblique parameters, dened in (3.13), in terms











; T^ = ET ; W =
g2
4








These 5 oblique parameters constitute a subset of the 16 universal parameters.
3.2 Triple-gauge couplings
The eld and parameter redenitions in section 3.1 reduce the triple gauge interactions
LV 3 in (3.4) to the following form,
LV 3 = ig

( W+


















































K^  LSMG3 : (3.21)
The terms in curly brackets correspond to the standard anomalous TGC parametriza-
tion [82],
LV 3 = ig

( W+
W    W  W+)

(1 + gZ1 )c









(1 + Z)c Z














+ : : : (3.22)
It is well-known that at the dimension-6 level,






















which are seen to hold from (3.21). The independent nonzero anomalous TGC parameters,





EW ;  = g
2EWB;  =  g
2
4




where we have dened g for the triple-gluon vertex in analogy to  . These 4 anomalous
TGC parameters constitute a second subset of the universal parameters. Up to now we
have introduced 9 of the 16 universal parameters.
Note that we have put bars on the anomalous TGC parameters, indicating they are
dened with respect to the barred elds W ; Z; A. In the presence of a nonzero S^
parameter, there is kinetic mixing between W 3 and B, and hence between Z and A [see
section 3.1, or (3.36) below]. Thus, in this case the barred elds do not correspond to the
physical particles, and the anomalous TGC parameters dened here are not equivalent to
the usually used ones dened for the physical particles. However, the barred parameters
gZ1 ; ;
 are more convenient for universal theories, since they can be used in parallel
with the oblique parameters S^; T^ ;W; Y ; see [68] for a demonstration in e+e  ! W+W .
We will work out the relations between gZ1 ; ;
 and the anomalous TGC parameters
in the Higgs basis, which agree with the usually adopted denitions, in section 4 [see (4.14c)
and table 8].
3.3 Higgs boson couplings

























such that the tree-level relation m2h = 2













where we have used v = v; see (3.16d), (3.15a). With the redenitions (3.25) and (3.26),
all the new physics modications to Lh are encoded in the momentum-independent Higgs
boson self-interactions. In particular, the correction to the triple-Higgs coupling can lead
to observable eects in double-Higgs production [92{107]. We parametrize the deviation
from the SM by dening 1 + 3 to be the coecient of  vh3, with
3 =  E6   3
2
EH (3.28)

















We next consider the Higgs-fermion interactions. It is clear from (3.8) that the tree-
level relation mf 0 =
yf 0 vp
2
is preserved if we redene the Yukawa couplings








Also taking into account (3.25), we have
Lhf =  





















f 0f 0: (3.30)
Dening 1 + F to be the coecient of   yf 0p2 h f 0f 0, we have, in the EGGM basis,
F =  Ey   1
2
EH : (3.31)
This is the 11th universal parameter.
At this point, there is no more freedom to redene elds or parameters. In terms of
the barred elds and parameters, the Higgs-vector boson interactions with zero derivatives,




































+O(h3 V 2): (3.32)
These terms represent the rescaling of the hV V; hhV V vertices in the SM. Following the
common practice in the literature, we can dene 1 + V to be the rescaling factor of the




in the EGGM basis. The hZZ vertex is rescaled by the same factor in the absence of
a nonzero T^ parameter [recall T^ = ET , see (3.20)]. The two-derivative terms in (3.9),
on the other hand, represent anomalous hV V; hhV V interactions with dierent Lorentz
structures as in the SM. Since they are already of order v
2
2
, one can directly replace the
unbarred elds and parameters by the barred ones in these terms. We dene parame-
ters fgg; fww; fzz; fz ; f ; fw; fz; f corresponding to these vertices, with normalization
conventions shown in (3.36) below. Their expressions in terms of the EGGM basis Wilson
coecients can be read o from (3.9). These parameters are not all independent of each
other and of the 12 previously-dened universal parameters. In fact, they only contribute 3
more independent parameters. We will choose fgg, fz , f to be included in the universal
parameters set, motivated by their close connection to the most accessible Higgs processes
gg ! h, h! Z, h! .8 In the EGGM basis, they read,
fgg = 4EGG; fz = 2[2c
2
EWW   2s2EBB   (c2   s2)EWB];
f = 4(EWW + EBB   EWB): (3.34)
8These processes are the most accessible from the SMEFT point of view. In particular, though current
data is not yet sensitive to h! Z at the level of SM prediction, strong constraints have been derived on

















The nal universal parameter is associated with the O(y2f ) four-fermion interaction
in (3.10), and we simply dene
c2y = E2y: (3.35)
3.4 Summary
To summarize, universal theories are characterized by the following eective Lagrangian





















































    W  W+)

(1 + gZ1 )c Z
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(2v2)h2   (1 + 3)vh3
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i fDf +O( V 4; h4; h3f2; h3 V 2; h V 3); (3.36)
where K^ , K^2 are dened in (3.3), and the action of K^ is shown in (3.5) and the dis-
cussions below that equation. f 0 denotes mass eigenstates, while f 2 fq; l; u; d; eg denotes
gauge eigenstates. They agree with each other except for dL in the SU(2)L doublet q, for
which dL = VCKMd
0
L. The scalar current J

y is dened in (2.1d). The gauge interactions
of f from i fDf are the same as in the SM, shown in (A.7), with unbarred elds and

















Corresponding to the 16 independent Wilson coecients in each basis, we have dened
16 parameters that conveniently characterize all the indirect eects of universal theories,
dubbed universal parameters. They include:
 5 oblique parameters S^, T^ , W , Y , Z;
 4 anomalous TGC parameters gZ1 ,  ,  , g;
 3 parameters for the rescaling of the SM h3, hff , hV V couplings 3, F , V ;
 3 parameters for the hV V couplings with non-SM Lorentz structures fgg, fz , f ;
 1 parameter for the O(y2f ) four-fermion coupling c2y.
Eq. (3.36) can be viewed as the denition of these parameters: they are dened from the
terms in the eective Lagrangian when Luniversal is cast in the form shown in this equation
by eld and parameter redenitions.
Each of the 16 universal parameters can be expressed as a linear combination of Wilson
coecients in a particular SMEFT basis (in a sense they constitute an alternative basis for
universal theories). We have shown in detail how to derive the expressions in the EGGM
basis. The results are presented in eqs. (3.20), (3.24), (3.28), (3.31), (3.33), (3.34), (3.35),
and summarized in the second column of table 7. Applying the basis transformation
formulas tabulated in section 2, we arrive at the following columns of table 7, showing
how the universal parameters should be written down in each basis. In particular, we note
that in the SILH and Warsaw bases, Wilson coecients of fermionic operators enter the
oblique parameters when the latter are dened according to the procedure described at the
beginning of section 3.1. In fact, they correspond to combinations of fermionic operators
allowed in universal theories whose eects on observables are equivalent to vector boson
self-energy corrections. To consistently use the constraints on the oblique parameters, the
fermionic operators should be traded for their bosonic counterparts, and their contributions
to the oblique parameters evaluated.

























fz =   2
g2
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Also, note that the hhff and hhV V couplings are completely determined by the hff and
hV V couplings, as is clear from (3.36). This is a consequence of the h being part of the
SU(2)L doublet H, and also holds in general nonuniversal theories.
4 Connection to the Higgs basis
It has been recently proposed that a common SMEFT basis that is most straightforwardly
connected to observables be adopted by the precision analyses community [84]. This pro-
posal is motivated by the earlier idea of BSM primaries [108], and features a set of eective
couplings that capture corrections to all the interaction vertices in the SM Lagrangian,
when the following 3 Higgs basis dening conditions (not to be confused with the oblique
parameters dening conditions listed in section 3.1) are satised:9
1) All the mass eigenstates have canonically normalized kinetic terms with no kinetic
mixing or higher-derivative self-interactions.
2) The input observables mZ ;mH ; GF ; ; s;mf are not modied at leading order.
3) The combinations of anomalous V ff , hV ff , h2V ff interactions are proportional to
(1 + hv )
2.
One can choose a subset of these eective couplings to be independent couplings, and
the rest are dependent couplings due to the correlations of new physics eects at the
dimension-6 level with linearly-realized electroweak symmetry breaking. The set of inde-
pendent couplings constitute a complete basis, called the Higgs basis, since they can be
written as independent linear combinations of Wilson coecients in any other basis. With
a slight abuse of terminology, in the following we will refer to the \eective couplings in
the Lagrangian when the Higgs basis dening conditions are satised" as \Higgs basis cou-
plings." To avoid confusion with the \independent couplings constituting the Higgs basis",
we will call the latter simply \independent couplings."
Though the Higgs basis is still work in progress, and especially it is yet to be understood
how to extend the framework beyond leading order, the virtue of the proposal is clear, at
least at leading order. Due to the Higgs basis dening conditions specied above, all
BSM eects are captured by vertex corrections involving the physical particles, and all new
physics contributions to precision observables are direct (there is no indirect contribution
from shifting the input observables, see [85]). As a result, there is almost a one-to-one
mapping between the eective couplings and many precision observables.
While the Higgs basis proposal is largely motivated by a convenient characterization
of indirect BSM eects in generic nonuniversal theories, it is helpful to work out the Higgs
basis couplings in the special case of universal theories, as we will do in section 4.1. In this
case, all the Higgs basis couplings are determined by the 16 universal parameters. This
number is much smaller than the number of independent couplings in general nonuniversal
9The third Higgs basis dening condition is not explicitly stated in a complete way in the current version
of [84], where the prescription for the h2V ff terms is not specied. But it is clear from the calculations

















theories, which means that in addition to the generally-valid coupling relations listed in [84]
(expressions of dependent couplings in terms of independent couplings), universal theories
predict relations among the independent couplings. As we will discuss in section 4.2, on
the one hand, these relations serve as a denition of universal theories in the Higgs basis;
on the other hand, the pattern of deviations from the SM predictions for the precision
observables can be inferred from these correlations, which will make it clear in what sense
the BSM eects are \universal" in universal theories.
4.1 Higgs basis couplings in universal theories
We will start from the Lagrangian (3.36), where the BSM eects are captured by the 16 uni-
versal parameters, and make further eld and parameter redenitions to satisfy the Higgs
basis dening conditions. An alternative strategy is to start from the SMEFT Lagrangian
in a basis that does not contain O2B;O2W ;O2G (and hence no higher-derivative gauge
boson self-interactions) such as the SILH or Warsaw basis, namely from (2.16) or (2.23),
and follow the steps in [84] to redene the elds and parameters. The resulting Higgs
basis parameters can then be recast in terms of the universal parameters with the help
of table 7. We have explicitly checked that both approaches yield identical nal results.
In the following we will illustrate in detail the rst approach, which involves the universal
parameters more directly. The distinction between independent vs. dependent couplings is
not relevant for this calculation, so we will not specify which couplings are to be chosen as
independent couplings till the end of this subsection.
First, according to the rst Higgs basis dening condition, the terms proportional
to W;Y;Z should be eliminated, since they represent higher-derivative gauge boson self-
interactions. Recall from table 7 that W;Y;Z are proportional to E2W ; E2B; E2G, respec-
tively, so the terms to be eliminated are actually
1
v2
(E2WO2W + E2BO2B + E2GO2G) = 1
m2W
(WO2W + YO2B + ZO2G): (4.1)













It can be directly read o from table 7 how the coecients of OW ;OB;O6;Oy;OH ;OT
contribute to the universal parameters. Thus, Luniversal is equivalent to (3.36) with the
following replacements




Y = 1  2; W; Y; Z ! 0;






; 3 ! 3 + W
2
= 3   2
2
;
F ! F + W
2
= F   2
2
; V ! V + 3W
2



















along with the addition of the terms
  1
2m2W
(WO2JW + YO2JB + ZO2JG): (4.4)
In (4.3) we have used the parameters 1;2;3, dened by




Y; 2   W; 3  S^  W   Y: (4.5)
These are the three independent linear combinations of S^; T^ ;W; Y that enter the pole
observables, which have been used historically [17, 109, 110].10























(c2   s2)3 ZK^ A (4.6)
can be diagonalized and canonically normalized by redening the elds
Z = (1 + s
2
3)Z^; (4.7a)
A = (1  s23)A^  
s
c
(c2   s2)3Z^: (4.7b)
Eq. (4.6) then becomes  12 Z^K^Z^   12A^K^A^ . The W elds need not be redened,
and we write W = W^ so that the properly-dened elds satisfying the Higgs basis
dening conditions are denoted with hats. Further, to preserve the leading-order relations
between the input observables mZ ; GF ;  and the SM Lagrangian parameters as required












v2 = (1 2)v^2; (4.8b)
e = (1 + s23)e^: (4.8c)
10As a historical note, 1;2;3 used to be associated with S^, T^ , U^ . But as argued in [17], U^ is generically
higher order compared with W and Y if there is a separation of scales   v. Recasting the oblique
parameters analyses in the SMEFT language as in [17], and more systematically in this paper, makes it











































































where the rst two equations follow from (4.8) and c^2 + s^
2
 = 1. These parameter redeni-
tions ensure that





























































In deriving (4.10b), we have noticed that  2p2GLOF is identied as the coecient of the
eective four-fermion interaction term (eLe)(
L) + h.c. after the W
 propagator is
integrated out. The rst two terms in LGF are the same as the corresponding SM terms
with barred elds and parameters [we have dened + = (1 + i2)=2], which contribute
  2
v2















where a Fierz rearrangement has been made.











































is one of the the Higgs basis couplings.11 Also, using (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), we obtain the











































































































W    W  W+)















(1 + Z)c Z

































































































































where gZfL and g
Zf
R apply for f 2 fuL; dL; eL; g and f 2 fuR; dR; eRg, respectively. Note
that T 3f = 0 for f 2 fuR; dR; eRg. We have also included the triple-gluon interactions in
11This parameter is denoted by m in the current version of [84]. We prefer m because m is often used

















LTGC, with GA = G^A , gs = g^s. The results for the Higgs basis couplings gWfL , gZfL ,
gZfR , g1z,  ,  , c3G can be read o from the equations above, and are listed in table 8.
Note that we have dened [gWqL ]ij in the gauge eigenstate basis, as opposed to the current
version of [84] where it is dened in the mass eigenstate basis. The coupling relation





holds as in general nonuniversal theories. It is clear from table 8 that among the 4 oblique
parameters S^; T^ ;W; Y in the electroweak sector, only 3 linear combinations 1;2;3 enter
the Higgs basis couplings discussed above. It is well-known that the fourth independent
oblique parameter is accessible only through o-Z-pole four-fermion processes, such as
e+e  ! ff at LEP2 [17]. In the Higgs basis, the contributing parameters are coecients
of 4-fermion operators, which we collectively denote by c4f . They are linear combinations
of W;Y [see (4.4)], and, if we go beyond the electroweak sector, also Z; c2y. On the other
hand, the W coupling with right-handed quarks gWqR , and the dipole-type couplings dV f
are not present in universal theories at tree level.
Finally, we look at the Higgs sector. The Higgs boson kinetic term in (3.36) already
satises the rst Higgs basis dening condition, so h = h^. To preserve the leading-order












as required by the second Higgs basis dening condition, we should, by (4.8b), have






y^f 0 : (4.17)
It follows that the triple-Higgs and Higgs-fermion interactions become
Lh3 =  

1 + 3   2
2

vh3 =  (1 + 3)^v^h^3   (^+ 3)v^h^3; (4.18a)
Lhff =  























from which one can read o the Higgs basis couplings 3 and [yf 0 ]ij ; see table 8.
To derive the Higgs-vector boson couplings, further eld redenitions, or equivalently,
applications of EoM, are needed. We see from (4.14a) and (4.14b) that anomalous V ff
couplings have been generated, but not accompanied by hV ff; h2V ff vertices. To gen-


















































































































































































































































































One can then add LhW ;LhZ to the Higgs-vector boson interactions in (3.36) [with

















zero-derivative hZZ coupling reads
1 + V   32
2




















1 + V   32
2

(1  21 + 22)





































so that the Higgs basis coupling cz = V . Similarly, one can work out the zero-derivative
hWW coupling, and show explicitly the coupling relation
cw = cz + 4m; (4.22)
which holds at the dimension-6 level in general nonuniversal theories. On the other hand,
the above procedure does not aect the terms in (3.36) proportional to fvv0 , so the latter
are directly identied with the Higgs basis parameters cvv0 . Other parameters in the Higgs
sector, including cv, and couplings of 2 Higgs bosons to fermions or vector bosons, can also
be derived by this procedure. We have explicitly checked that they satisfy the generally-
valid coupling relations listed in [84].
Table 8 summarizes the Higgs basis couplings expressed in terms of the universal
parameters found in this subsection. The Higgs basis couplings listed in the rst column










L   gZdL ; (4.23)
which are among the generally-valid coupling relations in [84]. The set of independent
couplings chosen here diers slightly from that in [84], in that two of the hV V couplings
czz; cz have been traded for the anomalous TGCs g1z;  . Some of the coupling rela-
tions listed in [84] take a slightly dierent (and simpler) form when g1z;  are used as
independent couplings in place of czz; cz:

















cz =   2
g2







c =   2
g2
(2c2g1z   ): (4.24e)
From these equations it is clear that new physics contributions to the Higgs-vector boson
couplings are related to the anomalous TGCs, a fact that has been used recently to extract
the TGC parameters from Higgs data [28, 71]. This connection will be demonstrated in



































































c3G   23g2sg2 g
3 3
[yf 0 ]ij (f
0 = u; d; e) ijF
cz V
cgg; cz ; c fgg; fz ; f , respectively
c4f combinations of W;Y;Z; c2y
[gWqR ]ij ; [dV f ]ij 0
Table 8. Higgs basis couplings in terms of the universal parameters. 1;2;3 are independent linear
combinations of S^; T^ ;W; Y dened in (4.5). c4f collectively denotes four-fermion eective couplings,
and dV f stands for the dipole-type V ff couplings.
4.2 Universal eects in universal theories
Table 8 shows the following special features of universal theories at leading order.
 All the V ff vertex corrections are determined by only 2 parameters 1;3. Fo-
cusing on one generation for simplicity, we can write down 5 relations among the 7






































 All the hff vertices are rescaled by a common factor (1 + F ) compared to the SM
ones, i.e.
[yu]ij = [yd]ij = [ye]ij = ijF : (4.26)
 The plethora of four-fermion couplings are all linear combinations of 4 parameters
W;Y;Z; c2y.

















These features actually provide another way to dene universal theories, by clarifying the
sense in which the indirect new physics eects are \universal." All of them are restrictions
on the way in which the SM fermions couple, which originate from the statement of universal
theories denition in section 2.1. In particular, the relations shown in (4.25) and (4.26)
restrict the patterns of electroweak and Yukawa coupling modications in universal theories
at leading order (these patterns will be slightly distorted by RG evolution [86]; see also [33]).
The bosonic sector, on the other hand, has the same number of independent couplings in
universal and nonuniversal theories: m, g1z,  ,  , c3G, 3, cz; cgg, cz , c . These
10 independent couplings among SM bosons, plus the 6 additional independent couplings
involving SM fermions (2 for V ff , 1 for hff , and 3 more for 4f), give the correct number
of independent parameters (16) in universal theories.
To close this section, we remark that while universal and nonuniversal theories have
often been discussed in dierent languages (e.g. oblique vs. vertex corrections), and argued
to be more conveniently analyzed in dierent SMEFT bases (see e.g. [24, 33, 46]), the former
is really a limit of the latter. This seemingly trivial but perhaps less appreciated (from the
EFT perspective) point is made clear in this section, as we have seen how the limit can be
explicitly taken in the Higgs basis framework. The special features of universal theories in
this limit listed above distinguish them from the more general nonuniversal theories.
5 From universal parameters to observables
5.1 Precision electroweak observables
In [85], we demonstrated that, with the knowledge of the Higgs boson mass, precision
electroweak analyses can be formulated in terms of expansion formulas, taking into account
both the state-of-the-art SM calculations and perturbative new physics corrections. One
interesting example shown in [85] is BSM scenarios where the new particles aect precision
electroweak observables predominantly via contributions to the vector boson self-energies.


















; 0  0(0): (5.1)
The fractional shifts of the observables due to new physics, dened as





are given at LO by
NPO^i = b0i;ww0ww + bi;wwww + bi;zzzz + b0i;zz0zz + bi;zz + b0i;0 ; (5.3)
with the b-coecients tabulated in [85]. The -parameters here include only the new
physics contributions, and correspond to NP in [85]; V V 0(p

















These results do not rely on the SMEFT framework, and are valid in complete general-
ity. But since the BSM scenarios under consideration are by assumption universal theories,
it is useful to recast (5.3) in terms of the universal parameters S^, T^ , W , Y (the fth oblique
parameter Z is not relevant here since we focus on observables in the electroweak sector)
when the eective Lagrangian is truncated at dimension 6. Using the results in section 3.1,
we nd, after the eld and parameter redenitions necessary to satisfy the oblique param-
eters dening conditions [i.e. replacing V V by V V in (5.1)],











; z =  s
c

(c2   s2)S^ +W   Y

; 0 =  2s2S^: (5.4)
These equations were previously worked out in [50] in the special case W = Y = 0.
To take one step further, we note that (5.3) is actually a redundant representation of
NPO^i. There are 3 relations among the 6 b-coecients, associated with the 3 at directions
in the space of the 6 -parameters, along which observables do not change. They can be
found by rescaling the SM parameters and elds such that all the new physics eects on the
electroweak observables are still captured by the 6 -parameters. Such rescalings cannot
change the observables (when they are expressed in terms of input observables), but shift
the -parameters along the at directions:
 g ! (1 + 2)g, W a ! (1  2)W a )  = (0; 1; c2; c2; cs; s2);
 g0 ! (1 + 2)g0, B ! (1  2)B )  = (0; 0; s2; s2; cs; c2);
 v ! (1 + 2)v )  = (1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0).
Here   (0ww; ww; zz; 0zz; z; 0), and  denotes the shift in . We can directly









 = 0; (5.5a)
s2(bzz + b
0
zz)  csbz + c2b0 = 0; (5.5b)
b0ww + bww + bzz = 0: (5.5c)
It is clear from the calculations and numerical results in [85] that these relations indeed
hold. They allow us to eliminate 3 of the 6 b-coecients, which we choose to be b0ww, bzz,
































































where we have used (5.4) to arrive at the second equation. As expected, the result depends
on the 4 oblique parameters S^, T^ , W , Y only through the 3 linear combinations 1;2;3,
dened in (4.5). This is a well-known fact [17, 109, 110], and is also obvious from the values
of the Higgs basis parameters in table 8.
5.2 Interplay between e+e  !W+W  and h! Z`+` 
There has been quite some interest recently in the interplay between TGC measurements
and Higgs data [28, 71] (see also [7, 50]). As we have seen in section 4.1, the relevant Higgs
basis couplings are correlated. The measurements of the TGCs are currently dominated
by e+e  ! W+W  at LEP2, for which an EFT calculation in the case of universal
theories has been presented in [68]. On the other hand, measurement of the spectrum of
h! Z`+` , a very clean decay channel, will be sensitive to an overlapping set of SMEFT
parameters. The calculation of this process has been recently discussed in [111{114] (see
also [53, 59, 69]). Here we recast this calculation in the Higgs basis framework, and map
the results to universal parameters in the case of universal theories. This will provide
an illustration of the Higgs basis at work, and help address the concerns raised in [48]
regarding theory consistency related to the dening assumptions of the S parameter and
anomalous TGCs.
To begin with, we specify the notation and kinematics. We label the nal state particles




3 being the corresponding 4-momenta.
We denote the invariant mass squared of two particles by m2ij = (pi + pj)
2, and dene
q = p2 + p

3 so that q
2 = m223. The initial-state h and the nal-state Z will be assumed
on-shell, and lepton masses will be neglected. We will be interested in the dierential decay
rate d 
dq2
for either ` = e or ` =  or ` =  , with the polarizations of Z and the chiralities
















Z   q2 
q
q4   2q2(m2h +m2Z) + (m2h  m2Z)2

: (5.8)
To calculate jMj2, the matrix element squared with the nal state polarizations and









































































We have dropped the hats on the elds and parameters for simplicity, and dened
fgL; gRg =











for f = `: (5.10)
In the SM, h ! Z`+`  proceeds through the single diagram h ! ZZ ! Z`+`  at LO.
Besides corrections to the vertices in this diagram, there are two additional LO diagrams,
h! Z ! Z`+`  and h! Z`+`  (via the 4-point vertex), in the SMEFT. We nd, up


























































where Q =  1. The contribution from each diagram is apparent from this expression.











q4   2q2(m2h +m2Z) + (m2h  m2Z)2
m3h




























































Using ghZfL;R = g
Zf
L;R and (4.24) to eliminate g
hZf























































































Up to now, our calculation has been completely general, and is valid also for nonuni-
versal theories. Specializing to the case of universal theories, we can use table 8 to
rewrite (5.14) in terms of the universal parameters 1;2;3 (combinations of S^, T^ , W ,
Y ), gZ1 ,  , V , fz , f . In this case, precision electroweak measurements constrain


























































(1;2;3 ! 0): (5.15)
The dependence on the anomalous TGC parameters gZ1 ,  can be clearly seen from
this equation. The same parameters enter the e+e  ! W+W  observables in the same
limit 1;2;3 ! 0. For example, translating the results in [68] into the parameterizations
in this paper, we nd that, at
p
s = 200 GeV, the unpolarized cross section is shifted by
NP =  0:0374gZ1   0:0960   0:0537 (1;2;3 ! 0): (5.16)
Therefore, the anomalous TGC parameters gZ1 ,  extracted from e
+e  ! W+W 
observables are related to h ! Z`+` , when the precision electroweak constraints in the
from of oblique parameters 1;2;3 ! 0 are imposed. The latter can be done consistently
when we restrict ourselves to the 16-dimensional subspace of the SMEFT parameter space

















stronger restriction is placed on the SMEFT parameter space (the \strong LEP bound
limit") that is however not required for the utility of the oblique parameters, and has the
eect of decoupling the correlations shown here.
Of course, a separate issue is whether taking the limit 1;2;3 ! 0 as motivated by
precision electroweak constraints is justied in TGC extractions. In the case of e+e  !
W+W  at LEP2, which dominates the current anomalous TGC constraints, we nd (also
with the dierential cross section dd cos  taken into account) that the answer is positive, in
the sense that in almost the entire phase space, the possible contributions from 1;2;3, as
constrained by the oblique parameters analyses, are smaller than the contributions from the
anomalous TGCs, when the latter saturate the upper bounds derived from e+e  !W+W 
data assuming 1;2;3 ! 0. The same conclusion holds also for nonuniversal theories, if
one assumes the invisible Z decay width is equivalent to  Z! [so that gWlL is strongly
constrained from gZeL and g
Z
L by (4.23)]. But in this case, one should use the preci-
sion electroweak constraints in the form of per-mil-level bounds on NPmW , 
NP Z!`+`  ,
NP Z! , NP sin2 e instead of the oblique parameters. We remark, however, that the
situation may change at future high-precision measurements of TGCs. A detailed analysis
will be presented in a future publication.
6 Conclusions
While it is often desirable to simplify the indirect searches for BSM physics by introducing
model-independent frameworks, it is important to understand the range of applicability of
each framework so as not to use a framework to constrain BSM theories where it does not
apply. As a historically inuential example, oblique parameters analyses in general can only
be used to connect precision electroweak data to universal theories, where it is possible to
shue all the indirect BSM eects, or at least the dominant ones, into the bosonic sector.
On the other hand, the SMEFT, as the modern approach to model-independently study
BSM eects on precision observables, is completely general (assuming the absence of light
new states). Caution is needed when connecting the two frameworks, to ensure the analysis
is consistent and basis-independent. In particular, one should not naively write down the
oblique parameters from the vector boson self-energy corrections in a specic basis for the
most general SMEFT, or use the reported bounds on the oblique parameters to constrain
the full parameter space of the SMEFT.
In this paper we have presented a detailed EFT analysis of universal theories. As
we have shown, universal theories can be unambiguously dened in any SMEFT basis,
in terms of restrictions on the Wilson coecients. When these restrictions are satised,
the oblique parameters can be written in terms of the SMEFT Wilson coecients in a
basis-independent way. To completely characterize the SM deviations in universal theories,
however, requires extending the oblique parameters formalism to 16 \universal parameters"
that we have dened; see (3.36). Table 7 shows how these universal parameters should be
written down in each SMEFT basis. While the electroweak oblique parameters, especially S^
and T^ , have been under intensive study historically due to the strong precision electroweak

















theories. As we begin to push the precision frontier to the Higgs sector, more universal
parameters have become (or will soon become) accessible, although with perhaps lower
precisions at the present stage (or in the near future).
The universal pattern of SM deviations in universal theories becomes transparent when
the analysis is connected to the Higgs basis framework, and the Higgs basis couplings are
expressed in terms of the universal parameters as in table 8. This demonstrates how the
otherwise independent eective couplings are related in universal theories, as summarized
in section 4.2. Further, we have illustrated two example applications to phenomenology |
corrections to the precision electroweak observables, and the connections between anoma-
lous TGCs and Higgs couplings. All our analyses have been done at leading order in the
new physics contributions. We will discuss RG eects in universal theories in a follow-up
paper [86].
As precision analyses continue to guide us in the search for new physics, the importance
of ensuring theory consistency will grow as more data, especially in the Higgs sector, become
available. Our analysis constitutes an eort toward this aim.
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A Notation and useful formulas


































 , B = @[;B]. The SU(2)L
doublets q = (uL; dL), l = (; eL), and the SU(2)L singlets u = uR, d = dR, e = eR. All
the gauge-eigenstate fermion elds are also mass eigenstates except dL = VCKMd
0
L where




   ig0YfB with




2 ] = i
abc c
2 ; the SU(3)c and/or SU(2)L pieces are absent for
other fermion elds neutral under these gauge groups. In the last term,  and  are SU(2)L
indices of the doublet elds, while generation indices are implicitly summed over; the 3 3
Yukawa matrices in generation space yu, yd, ye are diagonal and real.
In the unitary gauge, H = 1p
2
(0; v + h) where h is the physical Higgs boson. Elec-
troweak symmetry breaking mixes W 3 and B to form the mass eigenstates
Z = cW
3
































W 3 = cZ + sA; B =  sZ + cA: (A.4)














(W+  W  ): (A.5)
The mass-eigenstate eld strengths are dened by
W = @[;W

] ; Z = @[;Z]; A = @[;A]: (A.6)




















































f  Qfs2) + eAQf

ff; (A.7)
where + = (1 + i2)=2. The last sum is over f 2 fuL; uR; dL; dR; eL; eR; g, with T 3f =
f12 ; 0; 12 ; 0; 12 ; 0; 12g, respectively. Qf = T 3f + Yf with Yf given in (2.2).
It is useful to know the following Fierz rearrangement formulas,
( f1Lf2L)( f3Lf4L) = ( f1Lf4L)( f3Lf2L); (A.8a)
( f1Lf2R)( f3Rf4L) =  1
2
( f1Lf4L)( f3Rf2R): (A.8b)
The same identities hold with L $ R. Note that the f 's in these equations are anticom-
muting elds dependent on the spacetime coordinate x; if these formulas are derived for
the momentum-space spinors uL;R(p), vL;R(p), which are commuting, the right hand sides
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